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Andy Kindler is a Registered Leadership Coach and Consultant.
Andy is a founding partner at Xcellero Leadership, a firm
that works with clients and organizations in bringing about
meaningful and sustained culture transformation. Andy has
an uncanny ability to put an audience at ease while delving into
important and relevant topics, bringing about instant and lasting
application.

- Debra Lellbach, Co-Owner of Lellback
Builders

Andy Kindler has a way of
capturing his audience, elevating
and educating as they relax into
the topic, advance and learn in
spite of themselves. Kindler is
always knowledgeable of his
subject and audience; and delivers
in a manner that allows for open,
honest dialogue resulting in
forward development and positive
outcomes.

“

“

Andy immediately engages his
audience in a natural and open
manner that captures their respect
and attention. What impresses
me most about Andy's interactive
speaking style is his ability to
adjust and direct his topic to the
reactions he receives from his
audience. Andy artfully leads his
audience to question & challenge
their own beliefs and grow.

“

“

Enhance Your Leadership:
Transform Your Teams

- Laura Crawford, CEO of Downers Grove
Chamber

Andy possesses a speaking style that is open, direct and
compelling. His ability to capture the audience with common
sense lessons and interactive exercises guarantee the listeners
have an “Aha!” moment. The subject matter is customized to fit
your organizational goals or you may choose from a list of
frequently requested topics*, such as:
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Discovering Emotional Intelligence
Strengths Based Leadership
Intelligent Communication
Employee Engagement
Inside-Out Leadership
Leadership Agility
Courageous Conversations
Time Mastery
Developing Dynamic Teams
Navigating Organizations Through Change
Why Your Business Plan Should Include a
Succession Plan

Andy has presented to a variety
of audiences including:
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Valley Industrial Association
Velocity (Women Executive Group)
Naperville Area Chamber of Commerce
Downer's Grove Chamber of Commerce
National Shooting Sports Foundation National Conference
Food & Beverage Show in Las Vegas
IL CPA Association
Human Resources Management Association of Chicago (HRMAC)

* Topic summaries available upon request.
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